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ARE YOU
SEEKING A

SEA CHA
One hundred and two years ago, Rosalie Shire Councillor
Arthur Moore lamented the burdens of city life:
“…it is in the city where the evils congregate, where
poverty is the most biting, where competition of all
kinds is the fiercest, where land and everything that
goes with it, sunshine and pure air and a comfortable
dwelling place, are forced to extravagant prices by the
congestion of population.”
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A century later, and the issues are no
less relatable.
It would seem erroneous to describe
Australia as anything other than the lucky
country. The nation has seen a startling
25 years of economic growth without
recession and 100 consecutive quarters of
positive economic growth. No one under
the age of 45 has experienced recession or
high unemployment as an adult.
So are we happy yet?
Sort of.
Two thirds of all Australians live in our eight
capital cities. In January this year, Sydney’s
housing was rated as less affordable than
global metropolises New York and London.
The city also has the unfortunate title of
being Australasia’s most congested city
with seven of the 10 slowest roads on both
sides of the Tasman.
Economic reform in the 1980s, coupled
with an epic mining boom and strong
immigration set us up for a quarter of a
century of economic prosperity and strong
GDP growth.
But something's not right. The HILDA
survey* revealed that big cities are
creating unhappy Australians. Interviews
with 17,000 people discovered that
Australians who live in rural areas with
populations of fewer than 1000 are
just happier (with women who live in
Queensland at the top of the happiness
list). In another study, The Australian
Unity Wellness Index, conducted in
2016, the Queensland Federal electorate

The HILDA survey revealed big cities are creating unhappy
Australians. Interviews with 17,000 people found that
Australians who live in rural areas away from congested
cities, crowds and roads are just happier.
of Maranoa ranked in the top five of
happiest Federal electorates.
These results, coupled with a record-low
wages growth of just 1.9 per cent per
annum, are creating time-poor people with
an uneasy suspicion they aren’t benefiting
from Australia’s period of economic
prosperity and either can’t get a foot in the
property market or feel weighed down by
an exorbitant mortgage.
All this raises a host of questions about
property bubbles, immigration, town
planning, negative gearing, capital gains tax
and the growing gap between the rich and
the poor; all issues that have been occupying
significant space on the national agenda.
Amidst the political arguments, the
mud-slinging, the twitter explosions and
emotional ABC Q&A episodes came a
single voice of reason through Deputy
Prime Minister and leader of the Nationals,
Barnaby Joyce.
Just move to the country.
My Joyce, who self-identifies as ‘telling it
like it is’ with a string of quotable moments
in and out of parliament to his name, said
earlier this year (without contrivance):
"What people have got to realise is that
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houses are much cheaper in Tamworth,
houses are much cheaper in Armidale,
houses are much cheaper in Toowoomba.
"I did move out west so I can say this, if
you've got the gumption in you and you
decide to move to Charleville — you're
going to have a very affordable house.”
Barnaby’s views were labelled by the
opposition as overly simplistic, out of touch
and provocative.
But, what if we were to suppose they weren´t?
What if we could momentarily forget when
politicians make claims they have lucrative
public sector jobs, lifetime pensions
and huge government-paid, largely
unscrutinised expenses?
What if we can put aside put aside our
healthy Australian cynicism and give in, if
only for a moment to the rural social utopia
we all secretly craved after seeing Avatar
and think critically about how life in the
country could be an achievable goal for the
latte-drinking, smashed avocado-eating,
art director hipsters from the cities.
Well, a larger exploration of the merits and
feasibility of decentralisation aside, there
are two obstacles that stand out: lack of
jobs and lack of family/networks.
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Problem #1:
Jobs
When Jan Fran from SBS´s The Feed spoke to
Barnaby Joyce about higher levels of unemployment
in Tamworth, Mr Joyce was confident all obstacles
could be overcome to gain employment.
“The regional average is sitting at about 5.2 per
cent unemployment, but if you go to Tamworth its
hits about 17 per cent,” Jan Fran said.
“If you want a job in the town, you´re going to get a
job,” Mr Joyce replied.
Fair enough, but I think we can do better than
confident platitudes.

Solution:
Get really fast internet
Employment in regional areas is often centred
about primary industries. In Townsville, most jobs
are in health, government, retail and education
with significantly fewer opportunities in media and
telecommunications, finance and the arts.
The roll out of the NBN, however, has the potential
to transform regional Australia into tech hubs.
According to Ben Salmon, executive general manager
of business at the NBN Project, the work landscape in
regional areas is about to be transformed.
“Many parts of regional Australia have suffered as a
result of the end of the mining boom and decline of
local manufacturing,” he said.
“Access to new technologies and fast broadband is
helping to drive a movement of ‘Silicon Suburbs’ in
regional Australia led by bold entrepreneurs,” Ben said.
Founder of Blue Sky Alternative Investments and
recently appointed Queensland Government chief
entrepreneur (a new role that is an Australian first) Mark
Sowerby shares the sentiment and believes regional
Queensland is going to be pivotal in the tech future.
“From agribusiness innovators to your more
traditional software developers, the breadth of stuff
being developed in our regional centres really is
staggering. And they're a resilient mob out there,” he
told the Australian Financial Review earlier this year.
Mr Sowerby also led the regional tour of the Myriad
festival – a new tech innovation summit that
attracted tech-preneurs and venture capitalists from
around the world.
"The energy and buzz was amazing. Regional
Queensland is going bananas, no pun intended," Mr
Sowerby said.
"In Cairns, we had to shift the venue four times
because our event kept selling out, and we still had
100 people too many.”

Problem #2:
Lack of networks/family
and physical distance
“It’s really hard to move out of the city when your
family is there, so how would you encourage
something like that?” Jan Fran asked Mr Joyce.
“There’s always got to be a first mover,” Mr Joyce replied.

Solution:
Investment in transport
(but this one’s harder)
Leaving your network to move to a regional area alone
can be hard sell and Barnaby has a point, for Australia
to decentralise, a few brave companies, people and
entrepreneurs have to be the first bold movers.
That aside, more investment in transport in regional
areas could be the clincher. The Brisbane West Wellcamp
Airport, located west of Toowoomba, welcomed its
first international passenger flight in 2016 and recorded
almost 11,000 passengers in January this year.
The airport is set to be a major air freight hub for
Toowoomba and South East Queensland. The airport
location is also near the planned Australian standard
gauge inland rail corridor, which would link Melbourne
with Brisbane, thus providing a potential road-air-rail hub.
The sheer size of Australia means investment in air
or rail is not always economically feasible, but the
prospect of an international or domestic airport gives
an additional incentive to those first bold movers.

Sometimes it’s just about the people
Getting people to move to regional areas is a compelling
idea and sometimes the attractions for businesses or
people aren't always clear-cut.
Ian Plowman, a clinical and organisational psychologist and
co-author of the report, Innovation in Rural Queensland,
said sometimes the reason why some regional areas flourish
and others don’t is more subtle.
"Surprisingly the difference wasn't the size of the town; it
wasn't the prevailing industry; it wasn't its location," he said.
"It was the people that made the difference, as simple as that.
"What's really interesting is, it's the more innovative people
that move. They either move towards places where they feel
comfortable and where they feel welcome, or they move
out of places where they don't feel welcome – and the more
people that move out, the more likely the town is to die.
"One of the things to do is to be highly tolerant of diversity.
It's only when good ideas are encouraged that they thrive,
and they thrive in an atmosphere of diversity and tolerance.”
*The HILDA survey is a household-based panel study conducted by the
Department of Social Services. It collects valuable information about
economic and personal wellbeing, labour, market dynamics and family life.
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